Rotational Remapping in Human Spatial Memory during Eye and Head Motion
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The brain uses vision and other senses to compute the locations of objects relative to the body, and then must update these locations when the body moves. How geometrically sophisticated is this internal updating? It has been suggested that updating simply shifts the stored locations of all objects uniformly, by a common vector, when the eye or head moves. For horizontal and vertical turns, a uniform shift would often approximate the real changes in location of objects in front of the subject. But for torsional rotations, a shift would be inadequate: accurate updating would call for a more geometrically exact remapping, not shifting but rotating the stored locations through the inverse of the rotation of the eye in space. Here we asked human subjects to make eye saccades to remembered targets after torsional head rotations. Their accuracy showed that spatial updating works in the torsional dimension and operates by rotation rather than shifting.
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From its sensory inputs, the brain computes the locations of surrounding objects. How is this geometric information handled? A central problem is that vision reports the locations of objects relative to the retina (10° right of the fovea, for instance, or 5° below), but these coordinates become obsolete as soon as the eyes move. Nevertheless the brain manages to keep track of objects in the dark, using remembered visual information, despite motion of the eyes or head. Humans and monkeys can look accurately to the remembered location of a flashed light, even when another eye or head movement intervenes between the target flash and the look (Hallet and Lightstone, 1976; Sparks and Mays, 1983; McKenzie and Lisberger, 1986; Israel and Berthoz, 1989; Pelisson et al., 1989; Schlag et al., 1990; Ohtsuka, 1994; Zivotofsky et al., 1996; Blouin et al., 1998; Herter and Guittion, 1998).

How could this space constancy be realized? Two mechanisms have been proposed. The brain may convert visual information from its original, retinal frame to a more stable frame, computing and storing the locations of objects relative to the Earth (or torso or inertial frame), so that the stored coordinates remain correct when the eyes and head move (Mays and Sparks, 1980; Andersen et al., 1985; Soechting et al., 1991). Alternatively, the brain may store locations of objects in a retinal frame (Goldberg and Bruce, 1990; Duhamel et al., 1992a; Walker et al., 1995). In that case, it would have to recompute all those locations every time the eyes move, but there would be compensating advantages (Henriques et al., 1998). For either mechanism, visual spatial information must be remapped. Eye-centered locations must be continuously updated or they must be converted to a more stable frame and later converted again, to limb-, eye-, or head-related coordinates for motor planning.

How geometrically sophisticated is this remapping? It has been suggested that updating might work with simple, geometrically crude operations (e.g., shifting the stored locations of all objects uniformly, by a common vector, when the eye turns) (Goldberg and Bruce, 1990; Duhamel et al., 1992a; Quaia et al., 1998). But a uniform shift merely approximates the geometrically exact remapping, which would involve rotating the stored locations through the inverse of the rotation of the eye in space, turning them all 30° left when the eye turns 30° right (Henriques et al., 1998; Smith and Crawford, 2001). Can spatial memory perform operations of this kinematic complexity?

Here we test whether visual memory can be rotationally remapped. The clearest test involves torsional eye and head motion (clockwise or counterclockwise, or in other words right or left ear down), because in this case the exact remapping differs markedly from a uniform shift. When the eye turns clockwise, then the world turns counterclockwise on the retina. Objects above the fovea move leftward in the retina-fixed frame, and objects below move rightward; objects right and left of the fovea...
move up and down; so no uniform shift can match even approximately the true, rotary transformation. Surprisingly, however, spatial updating has never been studied in the torsional dimension. Here we asked human subjects to make eye saccades to remembered targets after torsional eye and head rotations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experiments were approved by the Human Participants Review Subcommittee of York University. Our subjects were six healthy volunteers aged 21–31. They were seated and restrained to minimize trunk motion. The left eye was patched. We measured the three-dimensional (3-D) orientations of the right eye and the head using search coils (Skalar, Delft, The Netherlands) in three mutually orthogonal magnetic fields generated by field coils 2 m across. The three voltages from each coil were sampled at 100 Hz and converted into 3-D eye and head positions, expressed as quaternions, and two-dimensional pointing directions (Tweed et al., 1990). Calibration and accuracy were as described previously (Henriques et al., 1998; Klier and Crawford, 1998).

Subjects faced a black tangent screen 2 m away in complete darkness. Green light-emitting diodes (2 cd/m²) mounted on this screen served as targets. The target array consisted of 29 diodes: a central fixation target (F) and the flashed target (T). See Materials and Methods for explanation. The vertical dashed lines indicate the time interval during which the target was presented.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the gaze trajectories of subject S.M. toward the four remembered cardinal targets (Fig. 2, C) for the control condition (i.e., without head rotation; Fig. 2, left) and after a head tilt of ~45° (Fig. 2, right). In the control condition, this subject often undershot targets, but his saccade directions were accurate.

In a control test, the subject was seated with his or her head upright and saccaded from the central target to each of the peripheral targets, which were illuminated for 1.5 sec. In this way, we obtained the ideal gaze directions for each of the targets.

What would have happened in the test condition if the subject’s compensation had been imperfect? When the head is tilted 45° clockwise, the eye is tilted ~40° clockwise relative to space, so if the subject had not corrected at all for the intervening eye rotation in space (i.e., if there had been no remapping) his saccades would have been misdirected by ~40° counterclockwise.

(For example, if the head is tilted 45° clockwise, and the eye is tilted 40° clockwise in space, and a target appears in the 12 o’clock position on a fixed clock face, then the retina will see the target on a meridian tilted 40° counterclockwise. If the subject rights his head and then makes a saccade along that retinal meridian, his directional error will be 40°.) If the subject had corrected for the rotation of the eye in the head, rather than its rotation in space, he would have been off by 45° counterclock-
Directional errors of all subjects plotted against the size of the intervening head rotation (black dots). Subjects varied in their accuracy, but none showed a systematic relationship between direction error and head rotation: regression lines (thick lines) had slopes near zero. The slopes would have equaled 0.9 (thin solid line) if subjects had not corrected for the torsion of the eye in space (because of a small ocular counter-roll, eye torsion in space is 90% of head torsion in space). The thick lines indicate updating for eye in head torsion but not for head torsion in space. The thin solid line would have equaled 0.9 if subjects had not corrected for eye torsion in space, the line would have had a slope of 0.9 (black dots). If the updating had corrected for the torsion of the head, the slope would have been 1.0; if it had corrected for the torsion of the eye but not the torsion of the head, the slope would have been 0.9. These dashed lines indicate updating for eye in head torsion but not for torsion of the head in space. The black lines indicate updating for torsion of the head in space but not for torsion of the eye. The red lines indicate updating for torsion of the eye in space but not for torsion of the head in space. The blue lines indicate updating for torsion of the head in space and torsion of the eye in space. The green lines indicate updating for torsion of the head in space and torsion of the eye in space.

Using linear regression, we quantified the relationship between directional error and head rotation. If there had been no updating for the torsion of the eye in space, the line would have had a slope of 0.9. If the updating had corrected for the torsion of the eye in the head but not the torsion of the head in space, the slope would have been 1.0; if it had corrected for the torsion of the head but not the torsion of the eye, the slope would have been 0.9. Perfect updating would yield a slope of 0. The results favor the last hypothesis: across all subjects the slopes ranged between −0.02 and 0.02, indicating almost ideal performance. On average, the slope was not significantly different from 0 (t test; p = 0.9) but was significantly different from −0.1 (t test; p < 0.001) and from 0.9 and 1 (t test; p < 0.001).

Could our subjects have achieved this accuracy by shifting, rather than rotating, the stored locations of the targets? Geometrically, the shift that best approximates a torsional rotation is the null shift (no shift at all), because any other uniform motion would improve the spatial information on one side of the fovea but make it less accurate on the other side. So at best, updating by shifting would lead to errors like those shown in Figure 3 for the no-remapping strategy, with its slope of 0.9. Figure 3 shows, then, that our subjects were far more accurate than is consistent with updating by a uniform shift. Their updating closely approximated the optimal, rotational remapping.

**DISCUSSION**

Our subjects made almost no systematic directional errors when looking to remembered targets after intervening torsional eye and head movements. It has already been shown that spatial memory copes well with horizontal and vertical eye and head motion. Our results show that it also corrects for torsional motion. Because these experiments were performed in total darkness, the system must have relied solely on extra-retinal signals. Together with previous results, we can now say that these signals account for all three dimensions of eye and head rotation: horizontal, vertical, and torsional. Here we consider the physiological and computational implications of this finding.

Some authors have suggested that remapping might operate by very simple geometry, merely shifting all stored locations by the same, common vector whenever the eyes turn (Goldberg and Bruce, 1990; Moschovakis and Highstein, 1994). This uniform shift would approximate fairly well the real changes of location during most horizontal and vertical eye movements, but it would cause a pattern of cumulative inaccuracy for eye movements between eccentric targets. When tested on this task, subjects do not show the predicted errors (Smith and Crawford, 2001). Their accuracy suggests that updating is more sophisticated than a null shift (no shift at all), because any other uniform motion would improve the spatial information on one side of the fovea but make it less accurate on the other side. So at best, updating by shifting would lead to errors like those shown in Figure 3 for the no-remapping strategy, with its slope of 0.9. Figure 3 shows, then, that our subjects were far more accurate than is consistent with updating by a uniform shift. Their updating closely approximated the optimal, rotational remapping.

**Figure 3.** Directional errors of all subjects plotted against the size of the intervening head rotation (black dots). Subjects varied in their accuracy, but none showed a systematic relationship between direction error and head rotation: regression lines (thick lines) had slopes near zero. The slopes would have equaled 0.9 (thin solid line) if subjects had not corrected for the torsion of the eye in space (because of a small ocular counter-roll, eye torsion in space is 90% of head torsion in space). The thick lines indicate updating for eye in head torsion but not for head torsion in space. The thin solid line would have equaled 0.9 if subjects had not corrected for eye torsion in space, the line would have had a slope of 0.9 (black dots). If the updating had corrected for the torsion of the head, the slope would have been 1.0; if it had corrected for the torsion of the eye but not the torsion of the head, the slope would have been 0.9. These dashed lines indicate updating for eye in head torsion but not for torsion of the head in space. The black lines indicate updating for torsion of the head in space but not for torsion of the eye. The red lines indicate updating for torsion of the eye in space but not for torsion of the head in space. The blue lines indicate updating for torsion of the head in space and torsion of the eye in space. The green lines indicate updating for torsion of the head in space and torsion of the eye in space.

**Figure 4.** Rotational remapping in the collicular map. A space-fixed target $a$ (10° leftward and 30° upward) that is flashed when the eye is turned 45° counterclockwise stimulates the left side of the retina. Therefore it is represented on the left SC. But after the eye rotates upright, the remembered target is now to the right relative to the retina. In the collicular map, then, its representation must cross the midline, from the left to the right SC (see $a'$). At the same time, target $b$ (10° rightward and 30° downward in space) should cross in the opposite direction, from the right SC to the left (see $b'$).
and previously untested situation. We show accurate, rotational remapping in a more computationally demanding task, during eye and head motions in the torsional dimension. Together with the results obtained by Smith and Crawford (2001), our findings suggest that spatial updating operates by rotational remapping in all three dimensions (horizontal, vertical, and torsional) and accurately combines information about the movements of the eyes and head. Remapping may work with efference copy or vestibular inputs (Blouin et al., 1998). It may operate entirely in eyes and head. Remapping may work with efference copy or accurately combines information about the movements of the all three dimensions (horizontal, vertical, and torsional) and suggests that spatial updating operates by rotational remapping in 1991; Walker et al., 1995; Pouget and Snyder, 2000). At the same must cross the midline, from the left to the right SC (Munoz et al., 1991; Klier et al., 2001). A space-fixed target a, flashed when the eye is turned 45° counterclockwise, stimulates the left side of the retina. Therefore, it is represented on the left SC. But after the eye rotates upright, the remembered target is now on the right relative to the retina. In the collicular map, then, its representation must cross the midline, from the left to the right SC (Munoz et al., 1991; Walker et al., 1995; Pouget and Snyder, 2000). At the same time, target b should cross in the opposite direction, from the right side of the retina to the left, and therefore from the right SC to the left. That is, a torsional motion of the eye or head should rotate the activity pattern on the collicular map, moving different active sites in opposite directions across the midline of the brain.
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